Daily and Circadian Rhythms of Tissue Factor Pathway Inhibitor and Factor VII Activity
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**Objective**—Diurnal variations in levels of factor VII (FVII), FVIII, proteins C and S, antithrombin, plasminogen activator inhibitor-1, prothrombin fragment F1+2, and D-dimers in healthy humans point to the existence of circadian rhythms of coagulation factors. We sought for temporal fluctuations of tissue factor pathway inhibitor (TFPI) activity in human and mouse plasma.

**Methods and Results**—TFPI activity showed significant daily variations with highest levels in the morning in healthy men (11%) and in mice at the light-to-dark transition (63%), the beginning of the physically active period. Variations in FVII activity paralleled those in TFPI. In mice, the feeding schedule had a strong impact on these rhythms. Although restricted feeding and fasting shifted the peak of TFPI, the FVII peak disappeared. Investigation of temporal fluctuations in constant darkness indicated the existence of daily rhythms for TFPI and of true circadian rhythms for FVII.

**Conclusions**—For the first time, we report, both in humans and mice, temporal variations in TFPI activity. The coherent variations in FVII and TFPI activity could interplay to maintain the coagulation equilibrium. The chronobiological patterns should be considered to analyze activity levels of these factors. Moreover, the mouse model could be exploited to investigate modifiers of coagulation rhythms potentially associated to morning peaks of cardiovascular events. (Arterioscler Thromb Vasc Biol. 2005;25:646-649.)
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Frequencies of thromboembolic events in humans exhibit marked diurnal variations,1,2,3 with peaks from morning to noon. Temporal variations in the occurrence of hemorrhagic events have also been reported.4 Fluctuations in coagulation factor levels able to influence the hemostatic balance might contribute to these adverse outcomes. Diurnal rhythms in levels of factor VII (FVII),5 FVIII,6 proteins C and S,7 antithrombin,7 and plasminogen activator inhibitor (PAI)-18 have been described in healthy humans. Temporal oscillations in prothrombin fragment F1+29 and D-dimer,10 markers of thrombin generation and fibrinolysis, have been also described. These variations could reflect the existence of circadian rhythms of blood coagulation factors. Circadian rhythms are the overt expression of an internal timing mechanism measuring daily time, with the fundamental adaptive function of providing optimal temporal organization of physiological processes in relation to the environment.9

Because formal assessment of circadian rhythms in coagulation factor levels is hardly feasible in humans, a circadian control has been so far demonstrated in a mouse model for PAI-110–11 and fibrinogen12 mRNA expression.

Among factors interacting with circadian rhythms, daily availability of food represents a major component. Several studies suggested that postprandial and fasting lipoproteins are associated with plasma levels or activation state of coagulation factors, and particularly of FVII13–17 that plays a key role in the initiation of the clotting cascade.18

The present investigation was aimed at testing the existence of diurnal variations of tissue factor pathway inhibitor (TFPI) in humans. We further tested for the presence of temporal variations of both TFPI and FVII activity levels in mice exposed to light-dark (LD) cycles and the potential effects of changing their schedules of feeding. Finally, sampling tests in mice were performed under constant darkness (DD) to establish whether the observed temporal variations of TFPI and FVII activity levels are truly circadian in nature.

**Materials and Methods**

**Subjects**

Thirteen healthy men (25 to 35 years old) recruited from the community were studied. Subjects were overnight fasted and after morning blood sampling ate a low-fat meal. Blood sampling was conducted at 8AM and 2PM.
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Mouse Model

We investigated C57BL/6OlaHsd mice (n=46, males, 10 to 15 weeks old, Harlan Laboratory, Udine, Italy) kept under 12:12 LD (L: 150 lx; D: 0 lx) or in DD. Food and water were supplied ad libitum, except for restricted feeding (RF) and fasting (F) experiments. All treatments were conducted under the guidelines of the Italian Ministry of Health.

Sampling

Blood samples were collected in 0.38% trisodium citrate. After centrifugation at 2500g for 10 minutes, plasma was separated and stored at −80°C. In DD, a weak red light was used during the sampling.

Experimental Conditions

Sampling was performed on 2 groups of mice exposed to a LD cycle, with lights-on at 06:00 (n=12) or at 12:00 (n=8). It is conventional to divide the 24-hour LD cycle in 24 Zeitgeber hours (ZT) and indicate time of lights-on as ZT0 and time of lights-off as ZT12. Blood samples were withdrawn at ZT0, 6, 12, and 18. A third group of mice (n=10) was transferred to DD at ZT12. The 24-hour circadian cycle is divided in 24 circadian hours (CT). In DD it is conventional to use as reference point the phase that would normally (ie, in LD 12:12) coincide with the onset of darkness and to call this CT12. The part of the cycle covering CT0-CT12 is then called subjective day, and the part covering CT12-24, subjective night. Because the free running period of circadian rhythms in mice during the first days in DD did not change from 24 hours, ZTs and CTs marked the same phases and can be used to identify the same time points of sampling between the LD and DD tests. Sampling was performed after 3 days in DD at CT0, 6, 12, and 18.

In the RF and F experiments mice were exposed to LD cycle. In the RF schedule, after 1 entire day of fasting, mice (n=8) had access to food from ZT5 to ZT9 for 7 consecutive days. On day 7, blood samples were withdrawn at ZT0, 6, 12, and 18. In the F schedule, mice (n=8) were deprived of food for an entire day and the next day blood samples were withdrawn at ZT0, 6, 12, and 18. Water was freely available throughout all experiments.

TFPI and FVII Activity Assays

TFPI activity levels in human and mouse plasma were determined using the ACTICHROME TFPI Activity Assay (American Diagnostica) following the manufacturer’s instructions.

FVII activity was evaluated by measuring the generation of activated factor X (FXa) in human and mouse plasma diluted 1:20 in human FVII-depleted plasma (Dade Behring). FXa generation assays were conducted essentially as previously described. Coagulation in diluted plasma (1:40) was triggered by adding excess of Innovin (Dade Behring). Two hundred μmol/L FXa fluorogenic substrate (MeSO2-D-CHA-Gly-Arg-AMCAcOH; American Diagnostica) was added and relative fluorescence units (RFU) monitored over time. The initial rate of activity was expressed as RFU per seconds. Protocols were optimized by testing different dilutions of mouse plasma, and experimental conditions with comparable activities in human and mouse plasma were chosen. FVII coagulant activity in mouse plasma diluted 1:20 in human FVII-depleted plasma was evaluated using a single stage clotting assay (prothrombin time [PT]). The intra-assay coefficient of variation for the assays used in this study was <6%.

Statistical Analysis

Data were log transformed and results expressed as mean±SEM. Paired Student t test and 1-way repeated measures analysis of variance were used to determinate significant differences (P<0.05). Bonferroni test was applied for post hoc comparison. Data were analyzed using the software STATISTICA 5.5 (StatSoft Inc).

Results

TFPI and FVII Variations in Humans

Temporal variations of TFPI and FVII activity were measured in humans exposed to natural conditions. Plasma samples from 13 healthy volunteers were withdrawn at 8AM and 2PM and assayed. TFPI levels were significantly higher (+11%; t12=2.4, P<0.05) in the morning than in the afternoon (Figure 1A). FVII was also higher (+6%; t12=2.28, P<0.05) in the morning than in the afternoon (Figure 1B).

TFPI and FVII Variations in Mice

Intravascular TFPI activity was monitored in mice exposed to LD cycles. The capability of the assay to measure TFPI inhibition on FXa generation in mouse plasma was preliminarily tested by adding purified human TFPI (Figure 1, available online at http://atvb.ahajournals.org). TFPI activity showed a significant variation during the 24 hours (F3,3,12=7.4, P<0.005; Figure 2A), with a peak (63% over the baseline; P<0.05) around the light-to-dark transition (ZT12).

Daily variations in the activity of TFPI prompted us to investigate those in its target serine protease FVII. FVII activity was assessed by PT to further support these findings. FXa generation levels strongly correlated with PT clotting time (r=−0.85, P<0.01; Figure 1).

Figure 1. Individual variations of TFPI (A) and FVII (B) activity in healthy humans. TFPI and FVII activity is reported as U/mL and Log(RFU/sec), respectively.

Figure 2. TFPI (A) and FVII (B) activity levels in mice exposed to LD. TFPI and FVII activity is reported as U/mL and Log(RFU/sec), respectively. Mean±SEM at each time point is shown. White and black bars indicate the duration of light and dark phases. RFU indicates relative fluorescence units; ZT, Zeitgeber time.
RFU indicates relative fluorescence units; CT, circadian time.

Effects of Changing Feeding Schedule

To elucidate the effects of feeding on temporal variations of TFPI and FVII activity levels, mice were subjected to either RF or F schedule. Twenty-four–hour rhythms of TFPI activity were observed both in the RF and F treatments (RF: $F(3,21)=3.7$, $P<0.03$; F: $F(3,21)=2.9$, $P<0.05$; Figure 3A), which shifted the peak with respect to the ad libitum conditions (Figure 2A, ZT12). In the detail, the peak in RF changed from ZT12 to ZT6, whereas the peak in F changed from ZT12 to ZT18. Twenty-four–hour rhythms of FVII were abolished both in RF and F (RF: $F(3,21)=0.84$, $P>0.4$; F: $F(3,21)=0.74$, $P>0.4$; Figure 3).

Circadian Nature of Rhythms

To assess the circadian nature of the TFPI and FVII rhythms, variations in the activity of these factors was also investigated in mice kept in DD. Mice exposed to DD did not show any TFPI level variation across the 24 hours ($F(3,21)=0.07$, $P>0.9$; Figure 4A). On the contrary, FVII activity continued to express a robust rhythm ($F(3,21)=3.4$, $P<0.04$; Figure 4B) in DD, with a peak at CT18 ($P<0.05$), the middle of the subjective night.

Discussion

Variations in coagulation factor levels could potentially influence the hemostatic balance both in physiological and pathological conditions. For the first time, we report clear experimental evidence, both in healthy humans and mice, for the existence of temporal variations in the activity levels of TFPI in plasma. TFPI, the direct inhibitor of the FXa/TF/FVIIa complex,21 has a complex biology with respect to both mechanism of action and distribution. A major portion of TFPI in blood is normally bound to vascular endothelium, and a minor fraction (20% to 30%) is intravascular.22 Our investigation in healthy men showed that intravascular TFPI activity levels in humans were higher in the morning, and their variations paralleled that observed in FVII activity. Although the physiological role of circulating TFPI has not yet been clearly elucidated,22 its variations could interplay with those of FVII and other coagulation factors8–10 to influence the coagulation equilibrium.23 Overall producing the morning hypercoagulability suggested by the increased levels of prothrombin fragment F1+25–6 and D-dimer.6 The morning increase in TFPI levels observed in angina patients after coronary spasms24 might represent a further, albeit insufficient, response aimed at maintaining the coagulation equilibrium.

To formally characterize temporal variations of TFPI activity, we exploited the mouse model. TFPI and FVII levels showed large 24-hour variations, with peaks at the light-to-dark transition. Taking into account the mouse nocturnal habit, peaks of TFPI and FVII activity at the beginning of the dark phase in mice would correspond to that observed in humans during the first hours of the light phase.

Our findings provide clear evidence that TFPI and FVII daily variations are strongly influenced by the feeding schedules, in accordance with the notion that food is a major determinant of coagulation function.25 The shift of TFPI activity peaks was similar to that reported for PAI-1,14 which like TFPI22 is of endothelial origin. Feeding also had a profound impact on FVII rhythms that were markedly attenuated by RF and completely abolished by fasting. Accordingly, recent data showed that 1 to 3 days of fasting does not affect the phase of circadian rhythms but alters the expression levels of some clock genes (ie, Per1, Per2, and Dbp) in the mouse liver.26 Hence, the abolition of daily rhythms of FVII, mainly synthesized by liver,27–28 could depend either on food-related changes in FVII synthesis or indirectly on alterations of clock genes expression.

The expression in liver and endothelium of a variety of clock controlled genes prompted us to investigate the true circadian nature of daily variation in levels of TFPI and FVII activity, formally feasible only in the mouse model. Data in DD excluded the presence of true circadian rhythms for TFPI activity which resulted strongly entrained by light. It is tentative to speculate that the marked light-dependence of TFPI levels could make their variations particularly prone to lifestyle components, such as shift-work.

FVII exhibited true circadian rhythms, further supported by the presence in mouse29 ($−483$, $−1054$) and human30 ($−140$) FVII 5′ flanking regions of E-box sequences, hallmarks of putative regulation by clock proteins.31

Our data suggest that the chronobiological features of these coagulation factors, and particularly their variation patterns, have to be taken into account in the analysis of FVII and TFPI plasma levels. In humans, increased FVII activity levels are considered an independent risk factor for myocardial infarction,32–33 and recent studies indicated that intravascular TFPI activity levels are associated with thrombotic risk.34–35
The characterization in a mouse model of daily and circadian rhythms in coagulation activity provides a powerful tool to investigate natural or pharmacological modifiers of coagulation rhythms and could help to interpret the temporal variations in the frequency of cardiovascular events.1-4
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A. TFPI inhibition on FXa generation in mouse plasma tested by adding increasing concentration of purified human TFPI

B. Correlation between FXa generation activity and prothrombin time. Plasma samples were assayed in parallel for FXa and Prothrombin Time. Prothrombin time was measured in mouse plasma using a single-stage clotting assay.